10ft, 12ft, 14ft JumpSport Elite Hex Mesh
Replacement Net
Assembly, Installation, Care, Maintenance, and Use Instructions

WARNING
Read these materials prior to assembling and using this
Trampoline and Trampoline Enclosure
DO NOT attempt or allow
somersaults. Landing on the
head or neck can cause serious
injury, paralysis or death, even
when landing in the middle of the
trampoline jumping surface.

DO NOT allow more than one person on the trampoline. DO NOT
allow more than one person inside
the trampoline enclosure. Use by
more than one person at the same
time can result in serious injury.

Use trampoline only with mature, knowledgeable supervision.
DO NOT intentionally rebound
off the barrier.

DO NOT attempt to jump over
the barrier.

DO NOT hang from, kick, cut
or climb on the barrier.

The maximum user weight is 240 pounds. This
trampoline is not recommended for use by children
under six years of age.

Retain address information for future use.
JumpSport, Inc.
1680 Dell Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008 U.S.A.
INS-P-21567-00A
NET-A-11811-00/NET-P-11812-00 (10ft.)
NET-A-11762-00/NET-P-11763-00 (12ft.)
NET-A-11603-01/NET-P-11604-01 (14ft.)

Patent info at: Patents.JumpSport.com
408-213-2551
www.jumpsport.com
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Assembly and Installation Instructions

(Top of net)

(First pre-installed
short strap, to right
of overlapping
panels.)

Two overlapping
panels of net

Net
Ref. #19
(View from outside of net)

Bottom corner of inside section of
net, secured to outside edge.

Bottom corner of outside
section of net

(Bottom of net)

1) Familiarize yourself with net.




Find top and bottom of net at doorway. Top will have two overlapping panels of net sewn together. Bottom of net will have one
obvious corner.
Now find outside of net. Outside of net at bottom corner will be free-hanging and will not be attached to anything. Inside corner
will be secured to outside edge. Warning placard will also be attached to outside panel of net.
You will start by attaching top of net all the way around. Then you will finish by attaching the bottom.

Pole 6

12ft and 14ft trampolines have 8
enclosure poles while 10ft trampolines have 6 enclosure poles.
The following installation pictures reference installation on
12ft and 14ft trampolines. On
10ft trampolines pole 6 will be in
the position of pole 8 while pole
7 will not be present.

Pole 7

Pole 5

(Top view.
Leg assemblies
shown with dotted
lines.)

Pole 4

Pole 8 (12 and 14ft)
Pole 6 (10ft)
Start
Note: Entrance to trampoline
will be between poles 1 and 2.

Pole 1

Pole 3
Pole 2

2) On top of net—if you are looking at net from the outside—find the first short strap pre-installed through top of net, just to the right
of the 2 overlapping panels (see image in previous step). You will start by hanging this strap on Pole 1. Pole 1 must be to the right of a
leg assembly, as shown above. When net is completely installed, the two overlapping panels at doorway will be directly over a horizontal leg. Please note that there are 5 more pre-installed short straps on 10ft models and 7 more on 12ft and 14ft models along the
top of the net; each one will line up with a pole.
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Notch in top of pole.

Short strap with buckle

3) While standing on outside of net (a ladder is strongly recommended), place pre-installed short strap into notch in top of pole.
IMPORTANT: For ease of adjustment and to prevent buckle from getting damaged, be sure buckle is not on inside of net. Buckle
must be in-between pole and net.

Ball end cap

Slot in bottom of ball end cap

4) Connect ball end cap to top of pole. Slot in bottom of ball end cap will align with notch in top of pole. Ball end cap will lock into
place when properly installed. Be sure short strap is not caught between ball end cap and top of pole. Do NOT tighten short strap.
Leave short strap loosely connected for now.
>> Repeat at top of every pole until all pre-installed short straps in top of net are installed.
Note: To remove ball end cap, use a flat head screwdriver (or something similar) and gently pry up on the bottom of the ball end
cap, on either side of the slot.
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Grommet holes

1st
2nd

3rd

WARNING: If buckle is upside-down and strap is routed through it,
strap will not hold. Attempt to pull strap out of buckle to be sure straps
are secure. If strap pulls free, flip buckle over and reinstall strap.

4th

5) On bottom of net, place a long strap with buckle through the grommet holes closest to Pole 2. Wrap long strap under leg of trampoline and secure loosely. Strap secures through buckle as shown above.
>> Repeat this step at the remaining poles. It is important that you only secure the straps loosely; they will be tightened in a later step.

Grommet holes

Pad connector
grommet

6) Bottom of net, directly between any 2 poles, will have grommet holes. Push a short strap with buckle up through bottom and then
top pad connector grommets. Wrap short strap through grommet holes in bottom of net and then feed strap back down through pad
connector grommets.
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7) (You may need to lift up the frame pad for this step.) Wrap the end of the strap (the end without the buckle) over the top of the
trampoline rail, and secure it loosely through the buckle underneath the rail.
>> Repeat steps 5 and 6 clockwise all the way around the trampoline at remaining 5 locations for 10ft models and 7 locations for 12ft
and 14ft models. It is important that you only secure the straps loosely; they will be tightened in the next step.
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Top of net is 72—74
inches above
trampoline frame

8) Now go back to straps along top of net, and tighten (6 on 10ft trampolines and 8 on 12ft and 14ft trampolines) evenly. Then tighten
bottom straps (12 on 10ft trampolines and 16 on 12ft and 14ft trampolines) evenly. All straps want to be snug.
The distance between top of trampoline frame and top of net must be between 72 and 74 inches high. If it is not between 72 and 74
inches, adjust top and bottom straps until the net height is within range. It is important to adjust all straps evenly so that entire net
hangs uniformly.
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2nd

1st

4th

3rd

Completed

9)

Pull bottom corner of net toward pole 2. Lift pad and secure button bungee t-anchor—pre-installed on bottom corner of net—
around frame between poles 1 and 2.
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Your trampoline is now complete!
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